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The problem so far appears to have mainly empirical solutions
Besides
a basic
study ang&Trapp1974]
very few references are available 11adsen 1987, s6ren.Baaedonevaluation
offatigue
failure
,probabilitiea
for different service periods of ~ine
structurmj adapaen & Thoft<hristenaen 1988]. ur present
approach,

ABSTRACT

tive inspection
and subae uent repair str+egms
are
developed. It is ex {“lamed \ ow planning of inspection
time interva)s can e optimized with respect to total
The term adaptiveshall underline that
expected cost.
decisions taken after inspection are based on failure
probabilities that include inspection results, i.e. the
time interval to any subsequent inspection depends on
the actual state of the considered structural element.

The Paris-Erdogan crack ~ropagation law is used with
crack instability as the fa~lure governing fati e trite
rion. Stresses are det errnined ~ Gaussian ran!/ om processes, which are based on hnear stress calculations
using advanced hydrodynamic wave load theory and the
finite element method. Load and resistance parameters
=e assumed to be uncertain. The results of the finite
element analyses and the reliability calculations we
linked through a response surface program using Hermite polynomials. The method is exemplified with the
determination of the optimal time interval to the first
inspection of a hatch cover of.a container ship operating on either a North Atlantlc or a Pacific shipping
route.

INTRODUCTION
Ships
andoffshore
structures are subject to substarttial fatigue caused by nearly permanent action of wave~
and other environmental and operational load cycles,
Traditionally, such structures are inspected at regul~
time intervals and, possibly, re aired or even ut out of
service if the darn e hea reac ed critical v ues. Such
ins ections are cost
Y y and repan
“ can be difficult,
J
but
hlg
‘{ standards of ualit y must be maintained throu~hout all phases of fa1“neat ion, inst allat ion, and o erat Ion
to protect men and environment from serious I arm or
dam~e. Thus, ins ections and repair should be done as
effectively ~ poasl“[le with due regard to cmts involved,
i.e. modern inspection and repair strate “es should aim
at highest possible degree of safety at Yowest pmsible

d

which,
initsbasic
concepts,
wasalready
outlmwd
in
ujita
etal.1989],
isanadaptive
ins tion strategy
FXd on cost optmthation, now coupred via respons$”
surfaces [Schall et al. 1991] with mcdern hydrmiynarnic
and structural analysig methods.
For the latter we makefull
useofthelatest
developments
innumerical
mmlelin
ofmarine
structures
in
i’ theory
their
natural
environment,
botm
andpractical
applications.
Thh ispossible
because
numerical
technique~
could
beimproved
substantially,
e.g.
bydetermininhydrmlynamic
forces
ona ship
making
direct
useoPr
3-Dlinepotential
theory
ofmoving
bdies
h

gravity waves [ stergaard et al. 1979, Papanikolaou et
al. 1990]. Stresses and stress concentrations in structural members of a ship due to those forces rue calculated by efficient finite element codes [Bathe et al. 1982].
Simultaneously, modem conce ts and tools to model
the random nature of mmt oft e in ut parameters and
the techniques to quantify struct
‘Jur failure probabilityy
in terms of probabilistic measures are available. Comuter rogruns efficiently perform the required proba~i~ity~te~atlf~ure
“onsfor cr
a l~~e set of probabJistic mcdels
and arbitrary
itena for large dimensions [Hohenbichler al. 19871, Rcently developed ro~ams
handle complex computational tasks to calcurate time
variant failure probabilities [Bryla et al. 19W].
Response surfaces were introduced because a direct
combination of state+f+he-art
h drdynamic and
structural analysis with modern re”i ability computtions is still not feasible. The numerical effort of a
sound reliabdit rmalysia wows roughly quadratically
with the num t er of bamc uncertain variables. Interesting studies of the kind were, however,performed
(we refer, for example, to [Mansour 1974, Ferro & Cervetto 1984, Akita 19S8]), but simplifications either in
the mechanical model, m the rcliabdity model or in
both models were made.

cost.

FATIGUE FAILURE PROBABILITY

Detectin~ and measuring cracks is difficult aud may
not be very .mformative at short time intervals after a
ship or offshore structure is put into service because
normally not much damage has been accumulated. If
late inspect ions are ‘accomplished,
howeve;,
serious
may have been developed. Thus, inspection
dam~e
‘-l

planning is a problem of optimizing inspection time
intervals, amount of inspections, and thresholds for
decisions whether to repair or not.

We shall restrict our considerations to the crack
pro~agation h=e only but mention in passing that
sirmlar corm “i erations can also be made for the endurance !hit or initiation phase of crack development.
Crack instability is taken as the governin failure mode.
The types of steel and the environment J conditions of
marine structures normally are such that the concepts
of non-linear fracture mechanics apply. One of the
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ties a well~nown asymptoticfonr&L based on the
assumption
ofPoissonian
exits
ofthest
ofthea#e domainc~.be given~bet rq e!%?l!%~;
.,

simplest failure criteria is
(1)

F(t) ={~

~~

~

- Kr(t) S0 1

where Sr and K~t ) are nondimensional l=t ic collapse
and fracture paramet era, respectively. T [ ese quantities
are de$ned,by
,-

(2)

ut of the safe domain iuto the” time variaut
in $1), ris a
vector of time invariant. r= om variables escribing
(e.g. fracsystem properties and stren~h parameters
ture toughness, yield d ultmmte tensile strength, and
initial crack length), and is an ergodic sequence describin the lon~erm J actuations of the environmental5 oad process (e.g. sea state parameters as m ificant wave height Hv wave period TV, and main r irection of seaway t) andof the opertiiord loads (e.g.. ship
~peed V, and loadii condition, of the v~el), It is importaut that this
ditional’ failuic probabl
~m”rbbht’1s
ty. Only”then
-’tin
the #orernen= a contioned Poiasonian nature of the failure eve@tsm ensured.
jS\T)}jomain
denotedby F(~~d&ecl
m ure

sr.2&.

w~h SPthepeakstress
atthenet-cross
section
ofthe
structural
elementand SPEthe peak strem including
macroscopic stress concentration and residual stresses.
Sy @d S. are the yield Btrengthand ultimate strength,
respectively. KIC is the fracture toughneaB,A(t) the
crack. length at time t and Y(A(t ) a geometry factor.
For. a crack at the ,Age of a pane) the geometry factor
can be assumed,congtant YC=L12, Other sometimes .
more realistic, expenmentall based failure criteria cm
be found in ~ilne et-al. 1988.
‘i
For crack prop ation a simple
crack growth relations% ip is assumed

Herein,
#(.)isthe,
outcrossing
rateofthestress
process

ondhnen~on~

The outcrmiing ratk of the streis prmeas {S(T)}
out”of a safe domain ~ specified with’ 1 can be w~t ten
somewhat more precisely in terms N t e spectral mments mi, the-time valianl equivalent
and the still-water strernes ~

with “AS(r) the stresii range at t= ~, C and M material
pamrmters. This equation has to be “integrated in order
to determine the crack length A(t) at time t under the
initial condition A(O) = Ao. The time dependent crack
length A(t) which enters into (3), yields a time variant
resmtance t kreshold. For random loading an ap ropriate
counting of the damage relevant stress cycles.i u to be
performed. ,For simplicity of presentation it is assumed
that the stress procem is a zero mean Gaussian process
with variation uS2 = mo and regularit (band ,width)
parameter
& = 1 – .+ = m#/(mO m, {, mi being the

]-th spectral moment of the process. The usually conservative peak counting method is a plied for an effec-

tive stress ran e AS(r)
= 12S~~(T)f’
withS~~~) the
qmgnitude of ‘l
ocal maxima at time T. Thus,
t e following
analytical
approximation
for
the crack length “at
time t can be obtained [Abdo et al. 1989]

where the equivalent resistance is given implicitly in (-1)
but can be formul~ed explicitly as

.,.

obtained by integrating
(4)with
respect
to A(T).Itde endson M and C intiieParis-Erdoganequation(47 and the articular
form of the
eometryfunction
Y(A $?
T)).Tu .)h the central
Stuient’st distribution
wit degreeoffreedomV.The inverse function *1(. ) yields the crack
time t which is needed in (1) and (3).

length

A(t)

at

The spectral mbments mo, rn2, and mi are given in
a “qu*i+nalytical .forrn using response surfaces as explained in [Schall et al. 1991].
Even under these simplifying aasum tions no closed
form solution for the time varmnt fal“ure’ probabilityy
exists, If, however, interest is in small failure probabili-
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~2
[ Y(A( r) ) ~~-

(SY+S. J

11

The total failure probability can be obtained by
taking the tipectations with. respect to R and Q in a
certain manner. In Schall et al. 19W]it was shown that
the unconditional L ‘lure probability can be calculated
according to the following asymptotic scheme with reasonable accuracy if the time t is sufficiently lar e
compared to a characteristic fluctuation pericd of t f e
sequence Q

(9)

is a--function
~A(t))

resistance %(T),

Pi(t)
z P(T < t}. 1 -~[exp{:

,.

where “E~.] -denot~ expectation with respect to the
random Tector X! and T .is the random time to failure.
In general, the dmension of R and Q are far too lar
i.ute~ations
to obtain t Fe
to perform the necesasxy
expectations
by a direct numerlcaYinte ation ~cheme.
However, it is pmsible to apply. FO & /SORM conce ts. Efficient numerical methods to carry out the
c$ culation of the expectation with respect to parameters R and Q-and the inte al with respect to time r on
this basis can ,befound in E ryla et al; 1990].
,---+

INSPECTION PLANNING
,,

Consider first the simple cwe of a structural
el~
ment with one @reed
inspection in between a re-k~
lected service time t,, The time to ins ection s all be
defined and ,a decision shall be made w![ ether to repair
We =sume thatafter
or not on a minimafcastbaais.

repair
thestructural
elementhasproperties
asifitwas
inspect ion w well as repair time are *
new.Further,
mmed ne Iigibly small compared
tion and t%e total service time.

to the time to inspec-

If at time t = t I an inspection is performed, which,
of course, is only pcasible if the structural
element has
survived up to this time, the actual state is observed. If
no repair M required the pmterior probability y at t =
t.-tl is Pf’’(t~+l). If this value or some dam e indicator exceeds a given limit repair is required. TT e probability of repair is denoted P (tl). If the structural
element is re aired the residual ailure
robability is denc!!
ted by Pf (t+ l). This failure; proba, [“dlty “1s based on a
new realization of the stmhastic “properties of the structural element. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1.

of the interval to a second inspection. Proceeding in this
manner establishes an adaptive scheme for planning of
times to inspection, which takes account of all available
inforrnat ion.
The failure probability y Pf’’(t,+ i) can be calculated
by modifying Pf’(t,) under the condition that the structural element has survived up to time tl
(11)

Pf’’(t,–t,)

= Pf’(t5)

–Pf’(t,)

This probability y function of the time t I to the first
repair is not updated, because the crack length at time
t I is yet unknown. If, however, inspection is performed
at time t I a new farlure probability y function Pf’ (t-t 1)
for time t > t I hss to be calculated. Let E t, be the
ins ection event at time tl~ then the pro Ua ility of
f~ ‘fure at time of the firat inspection and before any
further inspection is calculated as

(12) P/I(t-t,)=PIF(t-t,)

lE(tl)]=

P[F( t -t JIE(tl)]
~[E(t , ~1

Nominator and denominator
of the right hand side
of this equation can be se arately evaJrrated using mcdern reliability analysis so f tware.

‘=O,’’’---!

According to [Madsen 1982] it is useful to distinish between two types of crack observations.
Let &
r e an observed crack length and A(t Ir,q) the crack
length at time t according to the calculation model (5).
(Compare (6)ff for the mea-ring of “ Ir,q”,) The observation events then are formulated
m equality and inequality constraints

[ l-%($)
I

repair (CR)

(13a)

I

where ~i is the measurement

1 -P;(fJJ

t=~

(13b)

Figure 1:

Decision Tree

Three types of ccat are involved: the cost of inspection CI, the cmt of repair C and the cost of failure CF,
These costs are aasumed to %e independent of the time
when they recur, i.e. no capitalization
of coats is taken
into account for convenience of present at ion.
Under
given m
(lo)

Ea(t ,) = {(A(t, [r,q)+

such conditions

the

c(tl,t.)=Pf’(t,)cF

expected

+ [1-Pf’(t,)]

[C,+{pl(tl)}

total

is

.

“ {c~+pf’’’(tt,)c~

{l-Pl(t,)}

cost

}+}+

Ena(tl)

= Cl)}

error in the observation,

= {(A(tl lr,q~

or

s ~h))

if no crack is observed. Asymptotic
first and second
order results for the evaluation
of of probabilities
of
events with equality constraints
were outlined the first
time in [Madsen 1985] and studied more intensively in
[Schall et al. 1988]. In (13a) & is the lowest detectable

crack size and ~h is the corresponding mearrrement
error depending on the particular inspection methcd as
before.
Whether a structural
element is repaired after inspection or not depends on the result of the actual observation, The necessary decision rule can, in principle,
be based on the potential gain in residual reliability. A
simpler and probably more practical criterion directly
uses the measured crack length. An example of such a
crack length based decision rule D is given w

.{Pf’’(t,-t,)c~}]

BecausePf’t1) is increasing
with t, as wellas
Pm(tI),
and Pf”[t.-tl)
as wellas P/’’(t#I)are de-

creasing with tl there must be a time tl~ at which the
total cost haa a local minimum. .Thus, an o timal value
for the time to inspection can be determine 1 .

The critical repair crack length + rep needs to be
predefine.
Since the event of repair depends on the
decision rule, the probability of repair is

at time tIXand
on which a decision about repair is taken according to a prespecified
element is
rule. After repair at time tl= the structural
treated as new. In case of no repair the crack state ob
served during inspection (wit h or wit bout me=urement
error) is taken w the initial crack state for the analysis

(15)

The structural

element

is inspected

PR(tJ

= P[R(t,)]

ad ual obsemat ions become available

where

To further
clarify
theeffect
of repair(orreplace-
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ment) the simplest model iE to assume inde endence of
the properties between the
revious and t e re aired
E
“rity of
condition of the structural e Yement. The probabl
failure after repair is then
Pf’’’(t+l)

(17)

are pomible

ad

EXAMPLE
,Partoftheoutlined
concet ofadaptive
planning
of
‘fustrated.
inspect
ionand repair
iE“nowI
The timeintervalto thefirst
inspection
isdetermined
fora modem
3rd eneration
container
shipwhich was analyz~din
in [Schall et aL 1991]. Some data of the
usefudetails
!
vessel are collect ed in Table 1.

Table 1:

Main data of Container

$tochastic”~odels

B/m

H/m

D/m

A/to

157

23

11.8

8.9

20514

stochastic

.

Ship
of the crack
owth law (4), i.e. the
M and the factor C, sf ould also be rrdeled
stochastically.
A large number of laboratory and field
data is available. M and C are. necessarily hi hly and
negatively correlated.
For
v a constant
with ‘fe
Its ‘xYova ue
nent M aDDeMs to be near fhyslcd
‘ewons’
around M’: m = 4. C is modeled by a Iognormal distribution, see Table 2

V/m/s
$a;.)

The sDectral moments mi as used in (5) and (7)
depend o; stochastic variable; H,, T,, O. %ritable st=
chxtic models for Hv and T. can be inferred from lon
term seaway statist ics that are available in form o7
relative
frequencies
scatter
di@ms
representin
on
p(Hv,Tv) of observed values of I& and T.. B-d

published data [GLOBAL WAVE STATISTICS 1985],
averaged over the different observation weas, e:g.
ship15/16124/25 to include the main EAST-WEST
Atlantic
the distributions
in [Schah et al. 1991]

parameters

exponent

Mmlels of the Environment

ping routes of the North
H, and Tv were estimated

of

Table 2:

Stochastic
sumpt ions

Paramet er

Stoc.
Model

AO

Rayl.

M=m
(18)

F(H,,Tv)

Parameters

The initial crack length AO is mainly related to the
specific mat erial, method -of fabrication
process (cold
worked, surfwe processed), type of conriect ion (welded
or bolted), and form of the structural
element under
considerate ion. In practice thechoice of the distribution
of the initial crack length r@es’.one of the most difficult
quest ions as it involves also techniques of”qualit y control, ins ection, and the definition of the termination
of
the crac [-””mltlat ion time. In Table 2 a reasonable choice
for our purpose is presented;
The

L/m

for Material

stress

Mat erial paramet em ‘should be mcdeled as random
variables due to s~gnificant scatter of test data. Parameters such as fracture toughness KIC or ield stren th Sy,
and ultimate strength Su, are m odelec/’by a Wei%ull or
log-normal distribution,’ respectively, see Table 2.

= Pf’(tEA,)

Note that other re tir strategies
1.
can akso be incorporate

A deterministic
value used for the still–water
~ is given in Table 2.

= F(Tvl Hv) .F(H.)

Model

Location
Parameter

and

Parmneter

As-

Dispersion
Parameter

2mm

–

4

–

c

Logn.

5.10-17

20%

KIc

Weib.

100 MNmi~

15X

Logn.

400 MPa

n

Logn.

550 KPa

n

with
(19)

F(TVI H,) = 1 -,exp

–
[

b551k(Hv)l

according

to [Houmb & Overvik 1976], where

(20)

u(HV) = a exp[b H,]

Sy
s.

(21)

k(H,j

H,

Weib.

comp.

(22)

comp. (fill)

T, IH.

Meib.

comp.

(19)

comp.

$

Unif.

O-2T

k

Unif.

80-100

= c exp[d Hv]

For simplicity, the parameter K w= t @en independent+ of H,. For the North Atlantic shipping route a
mammum likehhocd estimation
determined
e.g. a =
5.7, b = 0.05, c = 4.6, d = 0.02, and K = 2, and a least
square fit of the statistical data gave
(22)

F(H,)

formulae were obtained for the Pacific shipping

The stochastic model of the angle d between main
direction of the seaway and the orientation of the structure was obtained in [Schall et al. 1991] aa

v-F-4

(19)

-

=
l-ex+[All”Ml

~~:il:

MPa

““

Svectral

Moments

of Stresses

Stresses at highly loaded locations (hot spots) of
the vessel’s structure
zue calculated” by the finite element method. About 7001 nodal points and about
18000 elements were introduced to describe all strength
relevant structural
elements of the ship. Plain stress
4M10)
elements (about 14(K10) and truss elements (about
were used. A few beam elements were needed to represent e.g. ship board cranes and the rudder. Six support

,.,

elements were needed for free support, suppressing free
bmly motions but not inducing any stresses in the ship:
The finite element code used is a special version of
SAP IV Bathe et al. 1974] as developed by Germanischer L 1oyd. Figure 2 @ves an impression of the FE
model of the container ship.

3 indicates that there is a si ificant difference betweerl
the fati
e failure probabl Ylty on different shipping
routis, F bus, inclusion of statistical information on the
wave climate as experienced b the ship on its actual
route is one major concern o{ our further studies on
adaptive inspection planning, which cannot, however,
exemplified here.
Table 3

Location and Dispersion Parameter
of
the Si ificant Wave Height H,, and
Equiv r ent Reliability Index
for Different Sea Rmrtes and Service + lines

m

Servjce
route

time

North
Atlant ik

4y
8y
12y
15y

Paci–
flc

Figure 2:

FE Model
nership

of a 3rd Generation

Local stresses

could then be calculated

S~~(H,,T,,

ti)=Y~zt(ti)

3000

2.71

1.54

800

2.12

2.01

1600
2400
3000

2.12
2.12
2.12

2.01
2.01
2.01

of Inspection

6.02
5.97
5.79
3.89
7.62
7.60
7.47
6.30

and Repair

In Figure 3 and 4 the calculated probability
functions are given are given for the North Atlantic and
Pacific shipping routes, respectively. Abbreviations
are
chosen as in Figure 1

for 40 diffe-

rentelementarywave pericdsT=2~/ M rangingfrom
0,75s to 40.0s withunitwave amplitudeyielding
the
transfer
functions
ofstresses
Y~z(i).with thetransfer
functions
thestress
spectra
(24)

1.54
1.54
1.54

1

4y
8y
12y
15y

PlanninE

2.71
2.71
2.71

800

Conta,-

The global stress analysis is too clumsy for accuratel
computing the stress concentrations
and a detaile K local FE model wu developed to represent the
neighborhood of the hot spot. Details. of the FE-modehng of the hatch corner etc. are given in [Schall et al.
1991].

1600
2400

.SZZ(Hv,Tv, ti)

“1 /

PR

4X1O-9

h
‘ ,,. +

could be established usin parameters
H“ and Tv to
define SZZ as the Pierson- L oskwitz standard spectrum,
The related three spectral moments mo, m2 and m4 of
S~~ as required in (5) and (7) were defined as

3X10-9

‘.

‘.

‘“\.+

..

‘,

2X109

Failure

Probability

,/

,,

‘\/pf
..

..

FatiEue

/

,,L..

‘r.

/

\

““L.+

,/

/“’
.

.,

Evaluation of (9) was made possible by definition of
response surfaces as quasi-analytical
representations
of
the s ectraf moments mi as functions of HV, TV and d.
The $ etails are explained in [Schall et al. 1991].
TWO service routes for the containership
were considered, which differ significant ly with respect to their
wave climate. In Table 3 the fati ue failure probability
is ‘ven implicitly as the sc-dle
f equivalent reliability
in~x
(26)
‘.

o

Figure 3:

4

8

tlyears

Probability
Functions
for
Atlantic Shipping Route

the

1
North

~E(tl) = ‘g-l(Pf’(t,))

with ~ the standard normal distribution
function. The
higher $~–valuei represent the lower Pfl–values. Table

Pf’(t)
structural

is the failure probability
durin
[O,t] of the
element without inspection. PF’f t) and Pi(t)

V-F-5

ue continuously
growing with t while Pf “(t) and
Pf’’’(t) tend to zero for t = t, = 12 years. Any other
service time t~ would be a ~alid assumption, e.$ t~ = 15
years, Since greater service times had no sqpificant
effect on the oDtimal time to the first inspection tl but
the ap ropriat;
aphical presentation of ;esults became
difficu rft, we use t, = 12 years in the example.

c = c’ + c“ + c!” + [l–Pf(t,)]
-cl
i.e.
sum ofallprobable
costs,
(ex ected totalcost,
incr“
udlngprobable
inspection
costatt1)

1X1W3
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Figure 5:

4

o
Figure 4:

8

Probability
Functions
“Shipping Route

2
Probable Cost Functions
Atlatic
Shipping Route

for the North

tlywus
for

the

Pacific

8X7==

..

Repair is performed if the crack size mesaured at
time of inspection exceeds ~,mp = 15 mm. Fi re 4
indicates that there is always a small probabl ‘?lty of
repair PE (i.e. there is a probability of a too l=ge crack
len h according to (15) and (16)) even for a new ship
tI= O.
wit f time to inspection

To evaluate

(10)

the

following

cost

,,,

..

=umptions

were taken:

c~=o

CR= 106

“-x

c~ = 108

.K..-----./

P,

/-

The ins ection cost Cl is constant with time and
comparative Yy low. CI wzw set to zero in order to make
osslble a clear graphical presentation of robable cost
f unctions in Figure 5 and 6, where the fol r“
owing abbr~
viations are used:

Figure 6:

c“ = [l-Pf’(t,)]:[{l-P~(t,)}

/’

““%..

I

o

2

4

c’= Pf’. c~
(probable coat of failure before inspection)

./’

Probable, Cost” Functions
Shipping. Route

6

tl years

8

for the Pacific

.{Pf’’(t64l)cF}l

The expected total cmt C incre~s
with tI%l*,
which must be attributed
to the strongly increaa~ng
probable cost functions C’(t 1) and C’ “(t J. Increzwmg
the probable repair cost moves the minimum to the lef!,
c’” = [1–Pf’(t,)] .[{PR(tl)} ‘{cE+Pf’’’(ttl)cF}
]}]
which stron$y contributes
to the result that the optimal inspect~on time for the North Atlantic Shipping
(probable cmt of no failure before inspection, but
route is shorter than for the Pacific. Increasing the rerepair after inspection and failure)
air threshold moves the-minimum
to the right because
rarge cracks can only be obsemed at comparatively
late

(probable ccst of no failure before inspection, but
no repair dt er inspection and failure)

v-F-6

times. Decreasing the inspection and repair cost also
moves the minimum to the right.

Felthmn
1985
Hohsnbkhler
hf.,
Gollwitaer
S.,b
W.,Rackwit.
R.,
New Lighton ti– and Second~er Raliabfity
Methods,
Structural
Safety,
Vol.
4,pp 267–284,
1987
logy EMT,

According
toFigures
5 and6first
inspections
would
beoptimal
attlx= 3.8 or 4.7 years, respectively. This

HoumbO.G.,O~ervikT., Parmneterisationof WaveSpectra and Imng Tam Joint DistAbutionof W~-e Height and

tirst
optimal inspection of the hatch corner could be delayed
by nearly one “yearfor continuous operation in the Paci~n~rnpared to continuous operation in the North At.
result,

if generalized,

leads to the conclusion

that

Aft er the first inspection, various actions should be
based on the decision concept that we recalled from
[Fujita et al. 1989] in the previous chapter. These de
tails were extensively discussed in [Fujita et al. 1989]
and will not be repeated here.

lzt Int. Conf. on tha Behavior
ofOEshorS
Stmcturss,
Tmndhairn,
1976
H., Exhwmes and
Leadbetter
MJL, Lindgren
G.,Rootsen

PAod,

.

Relatid Properties of Random Sequences and Procewes, SPriIIgar–Vedag, New York, 1983
Madwn H.O., Random Fatigue Crack Growth andInspection,
ICOSSAR ’85, Kobc, May, 1985
Ma&n H.O., Model Updating in Reliability Theory, Proc.

ICA9P-5, Vol. 1. pp 564-577, Vancou~er, May, 1987
Models for
Madmn H.O., Detedrtietic
and Probabtic
Dmnage Accumulation due to Time Varying Loadiug, Danmarks
DLM.OG 5-32,1982
Manms.rrA., ApproximateProbabtic Method of Oalcula-

Ing. Academy, Lyqby,

CONCLUSION
A concept of adaptive inspection and repair planni.n
based on a minimal ccat prirrci le has been reaente
and partially illustrated with t ! e example c/poseibl!
fatigue failure of a hatch corner of a mdern container
ship. The concept aims at rational dechions O? Tbpection intervals and on the amount of inspections and
repairs during a ship’s service time. At present, further
development M necessary and under way. Therefore, we
do not suggest immediate application but we think that
such rat ionalization of inspection strategies with a plication of mwlern methmls of reliability analysis WI“Y
1 be
adopted to effectively cent rol practical ship operations.
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DISCUSSION
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‘Walter MacLean
May I offerthe suggestion
that
youhavejIMmadethe
we fur monitoring systems and by monitoring the en-

develop
amtbnal approach for insp@on.
a~ep~~?

Would thisbe

~ .-.

C. ~stergaard

vironment as well as the response in by areas you can
Yes, Ithinkso. It’soneoftheaims
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thatwehaveinrnhd

